Epileptic network of hypothalamic hamartoma: An EEG-fMRI study.
To investigate the brain networks involved in epileptogenesis/encephalopathy associated with hypothalamic hamartoma (HH) by EEG with functional MRI (EEG-fMRI), and evaluate its efficacy in locating the HH interface in comparison with subtraction ictal SPECT coregistered to MRI (SISCOM). Eight HH patients underwent EEG-fMRI. All had gelastic seizures (GS) and 7 developed other seizure types. Using a general linear model, spike-related activation/deactivation was analyzed individually by applying a hemodynamic response function before, at, and after spike onset (time-shift model=-8-+4s). Group analysis was also performed. The sensitivity of EEG-fMRI in identifying the HH interface was compared with SISCOM in HH patients having unilateral hypothalamic attachment. EEG-fMRI revealed activation and/or deactivation in subcortical structures and neocortices in all patients. 6/8 patients showed activation in or around the hypothalamus with the HH interface with time-shift model before spike onset. Group analysis showed common activation in the ipsilateral hypothalamus, brainstem tegmentum, and contralateral cerebellum. Deactivation occurred in the default mode network (DMN) and bilateral hippocampi. Among 5 patients with unilateral hypothalamic attachment, activation in or around the ipsilateral hypothalamus was seen in 3 using EEG-fMRI, whereas hyperperfusion was seen in 1 by SISCOM. Group analysis of this preliminary study may suggest that the commonly activated subcortical network is related to generation of GS and that frequent spikes lead to deactivation of the DMN and hippocampi, and eventually to a form of epileptic encephalopathy. Inter-individual variance in neocortex activation explains various seizure types among patients. EEG-fMRI enhances sensitivity in detecting the HH interface compared with SISCOM.